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5%: Learning to Read (LtR)
seems effortless.

5%: LtR on their own

35%: LtR is relatively easy
with broad instruction.

20–30%: LtR relatively
easily with formal
instruction; most methods
will be effective
30–50%: LtR expected to
be difficult without direct,
systematic, and explicit
instruction
30–50%: LtR expected to
be the most difficult
challenge ever faced

40–50%: LtR requires codebased, explicit, systematic,
and sequential instruction.
10–15%: LtR requires codebased, explicit, systematic,
sequential, and diagnostic
instruction with many
repetitions.
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5%: LtR with minimal instruction

40%: LtR readily with minimal
instruction

30–40%: LtR with significant
support

60%: LtR with significant
support

20–30%: LtR seriously difficult
task requiring exemplary
instruction (intense and over a
long period of time)

35%: LtR with intensive
intervention
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Nationally, 13–14% of
students qualify for special
ed. services.
One half of the 14% eligible
for special ed. services are
students with learning
disabilities (LD).
85% of students with LD
have difficulty reading and
processing language.
15–20% of the population
have symptoms of dyslexia.
Not all qualify for special
education, but most benefit
from Structured Literacy
instruction.

LtR = Learn to Read OR Learning to Read
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